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Advances in nanofabrication, characterization tools, and the drive to
commercialize nanotechnology products have contributed to the significant
increase in research on inorganic nanowires (INWs). Yet few if any books provide
the necessary comprehensive and coherent account of this important evolution.
Presenting essential information on both popular and emerging varieties,
Inorganic Nanowires: Applications, Properties, and Characterization addresses
the growth, characterization, and properties of nanowires. Author Meyyappan is
the director and senior scientist at Ames Center for Nanotechnology and a
renowned leader in nanoscience and technology, and Sunkara is also a major
contributor to nanowire literature. Their cutting-edge work is the basis for much of
the current understanding in the area of nanowires, and this book offers an indepth overview of various types of nanowires, including semiconducting, metallic,
and oxide varieties. It also includes extensive coverage of applications that use
INWs and those with great potential in electronics, optoelectronics, field
emission, thermoelectric devices, and sensors. This invaluable reference: Traces
the evolution of nanotechnology and classifies nanomaterials Describes
nanowires and their potential applications to illustrate connectivity and continuity
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Discusses growth techniques, at both laboratory and commercial scales
Evaluates the most important aspects of classical thermodynamics associated
with the nucleation and growth of nanowires Details the development of silicon,
germanium, gallium arsenide, and other materials in the form of nanowires used
in electronics applications Explores the physical, electronic and other properties
of nanowires The explosion of nanotechnology research activities for various
applications is due in large part to the advances in the growth of nanowires.
Continued development of novel nanostructured materials is essential to the
success of so many economic sectors, ranging from computing and
communications to transportation and medicine. This volume discusses how and
why nanowires are ideal candidates to replace bulk and thin film materials. It
covers the principles behind device operation and then adds a detailed
assessment of nanowire fabrication, performance results, and future prospects
and challenges, making this book a valuable resource for scientists and
engineers in just about any field. Co-author Meyya Meyyappan will receive the
Pioneer Award in Nanotechnology from the IEEE Nanotechnology Council at the
IEEE Nano Conference in Portland, Oregon in August, 2011
The Climate Change 2007 volumes of the Fourth Assessment Report of the
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) provide the most
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comprehensive and balanced assessment of climate change available. This
IPCC Working Group II volume provides a completely up-to-date scientific
assessment of the impacts of climate change, the vulnerability of natural and
human environments, and the potential for response through adaptation. Written
by the world's leading experts, the IPCC volumes will again prove to be
invaluable for researchers, students, and policymakers, and will form the
standard reference works for policy decisions for government and industry
worldwide.
Granitoids form the bulk of the Archean continental crust and preserve key
information on early Earth evolution. India hosts five main Archean cratonic
blocks (Aravalli, Bundelkhand, Singhbhum, Bastar and Dharwar). This book
summarizes the available information on Archean granitoids of Indian cratons.
The chapters cover a broad spectrum of themes related to granitoid typology,
emplacement mechanism, petrogenesis, phase-equilibria modelling, temporal
distribution, tectonic setting, and their roles in fluid evolution, metal delivery and
mineralizations. The book presents a broader picture incorporating regional- to
craton-scale comparisons, implications for Archean geodynamic processes, and
temporal changes thereof. This synthesis work, integrating modern concepts on
granite petrology and crustal evolution, offers an irreplaceable body of reference
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information for any geologist interested in Archaean Indian granitoids.
Biopolymer Composites in Electronics examines the current state-of-the-art in the
electronic application based on biopolymer composites. Covering the synthesis,
dispersion of fillers, characterization and fabrication of the composite materials,
the book will help materials scientists and engineers address the challenges
posed by the increased use of biopolymeric materials in electronic applications.
The influence of preparation techniques on the generation of micro, meso, and
nanoscale fillers, and the effect of filler size and dispersion on various
biopolymers are discussed in detail. Applications covered include sensors,
actuators, optics, fuel cells, photovoltaics, dielectrics, electromagnetic shielding,
piezoelectrics, flexible displays, and microwave absorbers. In addition,
characterization techniques are discussed and compared, enabling scientists and
engineers to make the correct choice of technique. This book is a ‘one-stop’
reference for researchers, covering the entire state-of-the-art in biopolymer
electronics. Written by a collection of expert worldwide contributors from industry,
academia, government, and private research institutions, it is an outstanding
reference for researchers in the field of biopolymer composites for advanced
technologies. Enables researchers to keep up with the rapid development of
biopolymer electronics, which offer light, flexible, and more cost-effective
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alternatives to conventional materials of solar cells, light-emitting diodes, and
transistors Includes thorough coverage of the physics and chemistry behind
biopolymer composites, helping readers to become rapidly acquainted with the
fiel Provides in-depth information on the range of biopolymer applications in
electronics, from printed flexible conductors and novel semiconductor
components, to intelligent labels, large area displays, and solar panels
A Wall Street Journal Top 10 Nonfiction Book of 2017 A Publishers Weekly Best
Book of 2017 A Shelf Awareness Best Book of 2017 "Ants Among Elephants is
an arresting, affecting and ultimately enlightening memoir. It is quite possibly the
most striking work of non-fiction set in India since Behind the Beautiful Forevers
by Katherine Boo, and heralds the arrival of a formidable new writer." —The
Economist The stunning true story of an untouchable family who become
teachers, and one, a poet and revolutionary Like one in six people in India,
Sujatha Gidla was born an untouchable. While most untouchables are illiterate,
her family was educated by Canadian missionaries in the 1930s, making it
possible for Gidla to attend elite schools and move to America at the age of
twenty-six. It was only then that she saw how extraordinary—and yet how
typical—her family history truly was. Her mother, Manjula, and uncles Satyam and
Carey were born in the last days of British colonial rule. They grew up in a world
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marked by poverty and injustice, but also full of possibility. In the slums where
they lived, everyone had a political side, and rallies, agitations, and arrests were
commonplace. The Independence movement promised freedom. Yet for
untouchables and other poor and working people, little changed. Satyam, the
eldest, switched allegiance to the Communist Party. Gidla recounts his incredible
transformation from student and labor organizer to famous poet and founder of a
left-wing guerrilla movement. And Gidla charts her mother’s battles with caste
and women’s oppression. Page by page, Gidla takes us into a complicated,
close-knit family as they desperately strive for a decent life and a more just
society. A moving portrait of love, hardship, and struggle, Ants Among Elephants
is also that rare thing: a personal history of modern India told from the bottom up.
This book examines the development of innovative modern methodologies
towards augmenting conventional plant breeding, in individual crops, for the
production of new crop varieties under the increasingly limiting environmental
and cultivation factors to achieve sustainable agricultural production, enhanced
food security, in addition to providing raw materials for innovative industrial
products and pharmaceuticals. This Volume 5, subtitled Cereals, focuses on
advances in breeding strategies using both traditional and modern approaches
for the improvement of individual crops. It addresses important staple food crops
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including barley, fonio, finger millet, foxtail millet, pearl millet, proso millet, quinoa,
rice, rye, tef, triticale and spelt wheat. The volume is contributed by 53
internationally reputable scientists from 14 countries. Each chapter
comprehensively reviews the modern literature on the subject and reflects the
authors own experience.
This book presents abiotic stresses that cause crop damage in the range of
6-20%. Understanding the interaction of crop plants to the abiotic stresses
caused by heat, cold, drought, flooding, submergence, salinity, acidity, etc., is
important to develop resistant crop varieties. Knowledge on the advanced genetic
and genomic crop improvement strategies including molecular breeding,
transgenics, genomic-assisted breeding, and the recently emerging genome
editing for developing resistant varieties in cereal crops is imperative for
addressing FPNEE (food, health, nutrition, energy, and environment) security.
Whole genome sequencing of these crops followed by genotyping-by-sequencing
has facilitated precise information about the genes conferring resistance useful
for gene discovery, allele mining, and shuttle breeding which in turn opened up
the scope for 'designing' crop genomes with resistance to abiotic stresses. The
nine chapters each dedicated to a cereal crop in this volume are deliberate on
different types of abiotic stresses and their effects on and interaction with crop
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plants; enumerate on the available genetic diversity with regard to abiotic stress
resistance among available cultivars; illuminate on the potential gene pools for
utilization in interspecific gene transfer; are brief on the classical genetics of
stress resistance and traditional breeding for transferring them to their cultivated
counterparts; elucidate on the success stories of genetic engineering for
developing abiotic stress-resistant crop varieties; discuss on molecular mapping
of genes and QTLs underlying stress resistance and their marker-assisted
introgression into elite varieties; enunciate on different emerging genomics-aided
techniques including genomic selection, allele mining, gene discovery, and gene
pyramiding for developing adaptive crop varieties with higher quantity and quality,
and also elaborate some case studies on genome editing focusing on specific
genes for generating abiotic stress-resistant crops.
This book comprises select papers presented at the International Conference on
Trends and Recent Advances in Civil Engineering (TRACE 2018). The book covers
inter-disciplinary research and applications in integrated water resource management,
river ecology, irrigation system, water pollution and treatment, hydraulic structure and
hydro-informatics. The topics on water resource management include technological
intervention and solution for climate change impacts on water resources, water security,
clean water to all, sustainable water reuse, flood risk assessment, interlinking of rivers
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and hydro policy. The contents of this book will be useful to researchers and
professionals working in the field of water resource management and related policy
making.
Legal research examines subject matter enshrouded in social circumstances in order to
conceptualize theories and prepare a future course of action. This dynamic, interdisciplinary, and labyrinthine character of legal research requires researchers to be
fluid, eclectic, and analytical in their approach. Idea and Methods of Legal Research
unearths how the thinking process is to be streamlined in research, how a theme is built
on the basis of comprehensive and intensive study, and the paths through which
notions of objectivity, feminism, ethics, and purposive character of knowledge are to be
understood. The book first explains the meaning, evolution, and scope of legal
research, and discusses objectivity and ethics in legal research. It engages with the
requirements, advantages, and limits of various doctrinal and non-doctrinal methods
and tools, and the points to be considered in selecting a suitable method or
combination of methods. It highlights analytical, historical, philosophical, comparative,
qualitative, and quantitative methods of legal research. The book then goes on to
discuss the use of multi-method legal research, policy research, action research, and
feminist legal research and finally, reflects on research-based critical legal writing, as
opposed to client-related legal writing. This book, thus, is a comprehensive answer to
key questions one faces in legal research.
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Numerous pathogens affect animal health and wellbeing and production efficiency.
These pathogens also have a considerable impact on social economics, food safety
and security, and human health. Infectious diseases that originate from both
domesticated animals and wildlife represent one of the greatest threats to human
health. Recent studies show that domesticated species harbor approximately 84 times
more zoonotic viruses than wild species. Eight of the top 10 mammalian species with
the highest number of zoonotic viruses are domestic, such as pigs, cattle, and horses.
Many animal parasites are also zoonotic, constituting an additional burden on human
health. Furthermore, the rapid emergence and spread of drug-resistant pathogen
strains pose new threats to animal and human health. Climate changes will
undoubtedly alter the interactions between animals and between animals and humans,
which will have a huge impact on the transmission rate of existing pathogens and the
emergence of new pathogens or the reemergence of old pathogens. In this special
collection, interactions of all major pathogen types, including viruses, bacteria, mites
and flies, protozoans, and helminths, and their hosts, such as wild and companion
animals and livestock species, are discussed. Further, anthelmintic activities of natural
products are evaluated. The relevance and utility of cutting-edge tools, such as
immunology, genomics and genetics, microbiome studies and metabolomics, and
molecular epidemiology, in dissecting host-pathogen interactions are also discussed.
This special collection provides a broad knowledge base that encourages dialogue
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across a wide distribution of the research community in veterinary microbiology and
parasitology.
This book comprises selected proceedings of the Fourth International Conference in
Ocean Engineering (ICOE2018), focusing on emerging opportunities and challenges in
the field of ocean engineering and offshore structures. It includes state-of-the-art
content from leading international experts, making it a valuable resource for
researchers and practicing engineers alike.
MXenes and their Composites: Synthesis, Properties and Potential Applications
presents a state of the art overview of the recent developments on the synthesis,
functionalization, properties and emerging applications of two-dimensional (2D)
MXenes and their composites. The book systematically describes the state-of-the-art
knowledge and fundamentals of MXene synthesis, structure, surface chemistry and
functionalization. The book also discusses the unique electronic, optical, mechanical
and topological properties of MXenes. Besides, this book covers the various emerging
applications of MXenes and their composites across different fields such as energy
storage and conversion, gas sensing and biosensing, rechargeable lithium and sodiumion batteries, lithium-sulphur and multivalent batteries, electromagnetic interference
shielding, hybrid capacitors and supercapacitors, hydrogen storage, catalysis and
photoelectrocatalysis, gas separation and water desalination, environmental
remediation and medical and biomedical applications. All these applications have been
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efficiently discussed in the specific chapters and in each case, the processing of MXene
composites has also been discussed. This book will be an excellent reference for
scientists and engineers across various disciplines and industries working in the field of
highly promising 2D MXenes and their composites. The book will also act as a guide for
academic researchers, material scientists, and advanced students in investigating the
new applications of 2D MXenes based materials. Covers fundamentals of
technologically important MAX phases, MXene derivatives, MXene synthesis methods,
intercalation and delamination strategies, surface functionalization, fundamental
characteristics and properties Demonstrates major application areas of MXenes,
including catalytic, energy storage and energy generation, flexible electronics, EMI
shielding, sensors and biosensors, medical and biomedical, gas separation and water
desalination Presents a detailed discussion on the processing and performance of
various MXenes towards different applications
Computational Analysis and Understanding of Natural Languages: Principles, Methods
and Applications, Volume 38, the latest release in this monograph that provides a
cohesive and integrated exposition of these advances and associated applications,
includes new chapters on Linguistics: Core Concepts and Principles, Grammars, OpenSource Libraries, Application Frameworks, Workflow Systems, Mathematical
Essentials, Probability, Inference and Prediction Methods, Random Processes,
Bayesian Methods, Machine Learning, Artificial Neural Networks for Natural Language
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Processing, Information Retrieval, Language Core Tasks, Language Understanding
Applications, and more. The synergistic confluence of linguistics, statistics, big data,
and high-performance computing is the underlying force for the recent and dramatic
advances in analyzing and understanding natural languages, hence making this series
all the more important. Provides a thorough treatment of open-source libraries,
application frameworks and workflow systems for natural language analysis and
understanding Presents new chapters on Linguistics: Core Concepts and Principles,
Grammars, Open-Source Libraries, Application Frameworks, Workflow Systems,
Mathematical Essentials, Probability, and more
An extensive yet readily comprehensible survey of the various aspects of applied
mycology. An introduction to fungal physiology and genetics is followed by a discussion
of applications in fungal biotechnology, both traditional and modern. Designed for
practice, the individual chapters are structured according to a general pattern. The
starting point is a specific scientific problem, followed by a short description of the
corresponding products and their natural occurrences. There then follows an outline of
current production methods, including the ones most commonly used, and a discussion
of established as well as new approaches using alternative organisms. Finally, the
experts look at research aims and potential developments.
In the last few decades, India has experienced several shifts in the policies pertaining to the
financing of higher education. These shifts include a move from public financing to keep pace
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with the expansion requirements of the sector; the strengthening of market forces in higher
education both through privatisation of public institutions and operation of private institutions;
and a move from the financing of institutions to the financing of students. The Centre for Policy
Research in Higher Education (CPRHE) has initiated major research activities to understand
how the recent changes have affected the financing of higher education in India and how the
higher education institutions cope with and respond to these changes. India Higher Education
Report 2018, the fourth volume in the series, presents this study to provide a comprehensive
analysis of financing of higher education in India. This book investigates the changing
dynamics and related key issues including state–market dynamics, university–industry
linkages, foreign aid, institutional strategies to overcome shortages in funding, issues with selffinancing courses, educational loans and fee reimbursement schemes, expansion and
financing of private higher education.
Peanut Agriculture and Production Technology: Integrated Nutrient Management focuses on
agricultural techniques and integrated nutrient management of peanuts (Arachis hypogaea L.).
Peanuts are the second most important oil crop of India, occupying 5.7 million hectares, with
an average production of 0.8 ton/ha, which is 23.5% of the India’s total oil seed production.
Worldwide annual production of shelled peanuts was 42 million metric tons in 2014. It is the
world’s 4th most important source of edible oil and the 3rd most important source of vegetable
protein. The volume includes basic and advanced information on production, agrotechniques,
and integrated nutrient management of Arachis hypogaea L. crop plant. It studies the
physiology of the peanut, looking at the proper environmental conditions for optimal growth as
well as under various subnormal conditions. It explores the methods of nitrogen application as
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well as the influence of different sowing dates and population densities to harvest its full yield
potential. The book covers methods to achieve balanced nutrition, including using organic
manures in groundnut farming to enhance yielding ability. The book will be a rich resource for
those in agriculture, horticulture, and allied sciences, particularly for agricultural scientists in
plant and crop physiology, agronomy, and soil science. Farm owners and managers of peanut
crops and production will also benefit from the information provided in this volume.
A directory to the universities of the Commonwealth and the handbook of their association.
The volume presents high quality papers presented at the Second International Conference on
Microelectronics, Computing & Communication Systems (MCCS 2017). The book discusses
recent trends in technology and advancement in MEMS and nanoelectronics, wireless
communications, optical communication, instrumentation, signal processing, image processing,
bioengineering, green energy, hybrid vehicles, environmental science, weather forecasting,
cloud computing, renewable energy, RFID, CMOS sensors, actuators, transducers, telemetry
systems, embedded systems, and sensor network applications. It includes original papers
based on original theoretical, practical, experimental, simulations, development, application,
measurement, and testing. The applications and solutions discussed in the book will serve as a
good reference material for future works.
The expansion of computer technology has opened up new perspectives, increased the
importance of mathematical models and created an urgent need for efficient algorithms.
Reflecting these trends, this edited volume discusses pioneering methods and applications,
which precipitate the solution of complex problems.
Artificial intelligence is a constantly advancing field that requires models in order to accurately
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create functional systems. The use of natural acumen to create artificial intelligence creates a
field of research in which the natural and the artificial meet in a new and innovative way.
Critical Developments and Applications of Swarm Intelligence is a critical academic publication
that examines developing research, technologies, and function regarding natural and artificial
acumen specifically, in regards to self-organized systems. Featuring coverage on a broad
range of topics such as evolutionary algorithms, optimization techniques, and computational
comparison, this book is geared toward academicians, students, researchers, and engineers
seeking relevant and current research on the progressive research based on the
implementation of swarm intelligence in self-organized systems.
This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the
knowledge base of civilization as we know it. This work is in the public domain in the United
States of America, and possibly other nations. Within the United States, you may freely copy
and distribute this work, as no entity (individual or corporate) has a copyright on the body of the
work. Scholars believe, and we concur, that this work is important enough to be preserved,
reproduced, and made generally available to the public. To ensure a quality reading
experience, this work has been proofread and republished using a format that seamlessly
blends the original graphical elements with text in an easy-to-read typeface. We appreciate
your support of the preservation process, and thank you for being an important part of keeping
this knowledge alive and relevant.

This Open Access handbook published at the IAMG's 50th anniversary, presents a
compilation of invited path-breaking research contributions by award-winning
geoscientists who have been instrumental in shaping the IAMG. It contains 45 chapters
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that are categorized broadly into five parts (i) theory, (ii) general applications, (iii)
exploration and resource estimation, (iv) reviews, and (v) reminiscences covering
related topics like mathematical geosciences, mathematical morphology, geostatistics,
fractals and multifractals, spatial statistics, multipoint geostatistics, compositional data
analysis, informatics, geocomputation, numerical methods, and chaos theory in the
geosciences.
Comprising a selection of original and innovative articles from the International
Conference on Computer Science and Systems Engineering (CSSE 2014), this book
includes contributions by an international committee, alongside the participation of
experts and scholars in the field of computer science and systems
engineering.Contents include, but are not limited to the following: Computational
Science and Applications; Computational Mathematics; Intelligent Manufacturing
Technology and Services; E-Commerce, Business and Management; IT Bio/Medical
Engineering; Security & Management System; Computer Physics; Financial
Assessment of Intelligent Building Systems; Automated Software Engineering;
Knowledge discovery, data mining and Computer games, virtual reality, CAD;
Computer graphics/multimedia and practices/applications
Handbook of Computational Intelligence in Biomedical Engineering and Healthcare
helps readers analyze and conduct advanced research in specialty healthcare
applications surrounding oncology, genomics and genetic data, ontologies construction,
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bio-memetic systems, biomedical electronics, protein structure prediction, and
biomedical data analysis. The book provides the reader with a comprehensive guide to
advanced computational intelligence, spanning deep learning, fuzzy logic, connectionist
systems, evolutionary computation, cellular automata, self-organizing systems, soft
computing, and hybrid intelligent systems in biomedical and healthcare applications.
Sections focus on important biomedical engineering applications, including biosensors,
enzyme immobilization techniques, immuno-assays, and nanomaterials for biosensors
and other biomedical techniques. Other sections cover gene-based solutions and
applications through computational intelligence techniques and the impact of
nonlinear/unstructured data on experimental analysis. Presents a comprehensive
handbook that covers an Introduction to Computational Intelligence in Biomedical
Engineering and Healthcare, Computational Intelligence Techniques, and Advanced
and Emerging Techniques in Computational Intelligence Helps readers analyze and do
advanced research in specialty healthcare applications Includes links to websites,
videos, articles and other online content to expand and support primary learning
objectives
Green manufacturing has developed into an essential aspect of contemporary
manufacturing practices, calling for environmentally friendly and sustainable
techniques. Implementing successful green manufacturing processes not only improves
business efficiency and competitiveness but also reduces harmful production in the
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environment. The Handbook of Research on Green Engineering Techniques for
Modern Manufacturing provides emerging perspectives on the theoretical and practical
aspects of green industrial concepts, such as green supply chain management and
reverse logistics, for the sustainable utilization of resources and applications within
manufacturing and engineering. Featuring coverage on a broad range of topics such as
additive manufacturing, integrated manufacturing systems, and machine materials, this
publication is ideally designed for engineers, environmental professionals, researchers,
academicians, managers, policymakers, and graduate-level students seeking current
research on recent and sustainable practices in manufacturing processes.
With coverage of the entire research process in social media, data collection and
analysis on specific platforms, and innovative developments in the field, this handbook
is the ultimate resource for those looking to tackle the challenges that come with doing
research in this sphere.
Proceedings of the Fourth International Conference in Ocean Engineering
(ICOE2018)Springer
The demand for mobile broadband will continue to increase in upcoming years, largely
driven by the need to deliver ultra-high definition video. 5G is not only evolutionary, it
also provides higher bandwidth and lower latency than the current-generation
technology. More importantly, 5G is revolutionary in that it is expected to enable
fundamentally new applications with much more stringent requirements in latency and
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bandwidth. 5G should help solve the last-mile/last-kilometer problem and provide
broadband access to the next billion users on earth at a much lower cost because of its
use of new spectrum and its improvements in spectral efficiency. 5G wireless access
networks will need to combine several innovative aspects of decentralized and
centralized allocation looking to maximize performance and minimize signaling load.
Research is currently conducted to understand the inspirations, requirements, and the
promising technical options to boost and enrich activities in 5G. Design Methodologies
and Tools for 5G Network Development and Application presents the enhancement
methods of 5G communication, explores the methods for faster communication, and
provides a promising alternative solution that equips designers with the capability to
produce high performance, scalable, and adoptable communication protocol. This book
provides complete design methodologies, supporting tools for 5G communication, and
innovative works. The design and evaluation of different proposed 5G structures signal
integrity, reliability, low-power techniques, application mapping, testing, and future
trends. This book is ideal for researchers who are working in communication, networks,
design and implementations, industry personnel, engineers, practitioners,
academicians, and students who are interested in the evolution, importance, usage,
and technology adoption for 5G applications.
The book features research papers presented at the International Conference on
Computer Networks and Inventive Communication Technologies (ICCNCT 2018),
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offering significant contributions from researchers and practitioners in academia and
industry. The topics covered include computer networks, network protocols and
wireless networks, data communication technologies, and network security. Covering
the main core and specialized issues in the areas of next-generation wireless network
design, control, and management, as well as in the areas of protection, assurance, and
trust in information security practices, these proceedings are a valuable resource, for
researchers, instructors, students, scientists, engineers, managers, and industry
practitioners.
Sight loss and blindness is a very prevalent cause of disability. Retinal diseases leading
to visual loss affect many people worldwide and the search for adequate drugs remains
a challenge and an important area of interest in the drug discovery field. This book
addresses approaches to the treatment of retinal diseases, targeting common
processes and components. Despite their causative origins, which comprise genetic
dystrophies, age-related degenerations, as well as pathologies associated with other
diseases, a neurodegenerative component appears, sooner or later, in the course of
the disease. As is the case for most neurodegenerative diseases, the available
treatments are far from satisfactory. The aim of this book is to highlight research and
drug development efforts in targeting such common processes as a potential path to
provide treatments to the millions of affected people.
Big Data Analytics and Intelligent Techniques for Smart Cities covers fundamentals,
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advanced concepts, and applications of big data analytics for smart cities in a single
volume. This comprehensive reference text discusses big data theory modeling and
simulation for smart cities and examines case studies in a single volume. The text
discusses how to develop a smart city and state-of-the-art system design, system
verification, real-time control and adaptation, Internet of Things, and testbeds. It covers
applications of smart cities as they relate to smart transportation/connected vehicle
(CV) and intelligent transportation systems (ITS) for improved mobility, safety, and
environmental protection. It will be useful as a reference text for graduate students in
different areas including electrical engineering, computer science engineering, civil
engineering, and electronics and communications engineering. Features: Technologies
and algorithms associated with the application of big data for smart cities Discussions
on big data theory modeling and simulation for smart cities Applications of smart cities
as they relate to smart transportation and intelligent transportation systems (ITS)
Discussions on concepts including smart education, smart culture, and smart
transformation management for social and societal changes
Drug Delivery is the latest and most up-to-date text on drug delivery and offers an
excellent working foundation for students and clinicians in health professions and
graduate students including nursing, pharmacy, medicine, dentistry, as well as
researchers and scientists. Presenting this complex content in an organized and
concise format, Drug Delivery allows students to gain a strong understanding of the key
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concepts of drug delivery.This text focuses on the basic concepts of drug delivery while
thoroughly examining various topics such as: CNS delivery Gene delivery Ocular
delivery World-wide research on drug delivery Recent advances in drug deliveryA
significant advancement has been made in the field of drug delivery. This text provides
a detailed overview of drug delivery systems, routes of drug administration and
development of various formulations. The cutting edge research being carried out in
this field will be compiled and a focus on worldwide research on drug delivery and
targeting at the molecular, cellular, and organ levels will also be summarized.Each new
print copy includes access to the Navigate Companion Website including: Chapter
Quizzes, Interactive Glossary, Crossword Puzzles , Interactive Flashcards, and
Matching Exercises
" Current Developments in Biotechnology and Bioengineering: Production, Isolation and
Purification of Industrial Products" provides extensive coverage of new developments,
state-of-the-art technologies, and potential future trends, focusing on industrial
biotechnology and bioengineering practices for the production of industrial products,
such as enzymes, organic acids, biopolymers, and biosurfactants, and the processes
for isolating and purifying them from a production medium. During the last few years,
the tools of molecular biology and genetic and metabolic engineering have rendered
tremendous improvements in the production of industrial products by fermentation.
Structured by industrial product classifications, this book provides an overview of the
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current practice, status, and future potential for the production of these agents, along
with reviews of the industrial scenario relating to their production. Provides information
on industrial bioprocesses for the production of microbial products by
fermentationIncludes separation and purification processes of fermentation
productsPresents economic and feasibility assessments of the various processes and
their scaling upLinks biotechnology and bioengineering for industrial process
development
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